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Abstract
Given a filtered probability space (Ω ,F = (Ft )t≥0,P), an F-adapted continuous increasing process Λ
and a positive (P,F) local martingale N such that Zt := Nt e−Λt satisfies Zt ≤ 1, t ≥ 0, we construct
probability measuresQ and a random time τ on an extension of (Ω ,F,P), such that the survival probability
of τ , i.e., Q[τ > t |Ft ] is equal to Zt for t ≥ 0. We show that there exist several solutions and that an
increasing family of martingales, combined with a stochastic differential equation, constitutes a natural way
to construct these solutions. Our extended space will be equipped with the enlarged filtration G = (Gt )t≥0
where Gt is the σ -field ∩s>t (Fs ∨ σ(τ ∧ s)) completed with the Q-negligible sets. We show that all (P,F)
martingales remain G-semimartingales and we give an explicit semimartingale decomposition formula.
Finally, we show how this decomposition formula is intimately linked with the stochastic differential
equation introduced before.
c⃝ 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Brief description
Our research was motivated by credit risk modeling: for intensity based models, the starting
point is a given filtration F = (Ft )t≥0 and an F-adapted increasing continuous process Λ. Then,
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one constructs a random time τ , called the default time, such that (Ht − Λt∧τ , t ≥ 0) is a
G-martingale, where Ht = 1{τ≤t}, andG = (Gt )t≥0 where Gt is the σ -field ∩s>t (Fs ∨σ(τ ∧ s))
completed with the negligible sets. The standard construction is the Cox model, where τ :=
inf{t : Λt ≥ Θ}, where Θ is a r.v. independent of F∞, with unit exponential law. In that model,
the survival probability is given by Q[τ > t |Ft ] = e−Λt . (See [3] Chapter 6, Section 5 for
details.) Note that one needs to extend the original probability space to construct the random
variable Θ .
Our aim here is to take into account a second parameter N , a positive local F-martingale,
and to consider models with a conditional survival probability Z t := Q[τ > t |Ft ] of the form
Z t = Nt e−Λt (multiplicative decomposition of the Aze´ma’s supermartingale Z ), which is the
more general form that a conditional survival probability may have. We ask then two questions.
The first one is whether there exist a probability Q and a random time τ which solve the
equation:
Q[τ > t |Ft ] = Nt e−Λt , t ≥ 0. (1)
Note that, if the solution (Q, τ ) exists, the process (Ht − Λt∧τ , t ≥ 0) is a local G-martingale.
This existence problem can be viewed as an extension of a series of questions which originates
from [1], and which continues to arouse interest so far (see [14,12,4,13,6,10], and the references
herein). Until very recently, the questions were mostly asked for a special class of processes
and the technique used to solve the problem is based on last passage times. New processes and
new method come in with the work of [6], which is then covered by a more efficient approach
introduced in [10], where it is established that, under the condition 1 − Z t > 0, 1 − Z t− > 0
for all t > 0, the problem has always a solution. In this paper, we will continue the study in two
directions. Firstly, we will solve the existence problem in the case where Z can takes value 1. As
a by-product, our results extend the result of [14] to a wider class of processes (see Remark 3.1).
Secondly, we will investigate the uniqueness of the solution. This is a new question in the domain
and the consequence will have an impact in managing the risk of the choice of models. The major
difficulty in this question is that, on the one hand, a solution to Eq. (1) is effectively not unique
(as it will be shown below), but on the other hand, the known method, based on a formula in
N and Λ alone, provides only one solution. We have found then that solutions to the Eq. (1)
can be linked with systems of stochastic differential equations. We will introduce in this paper
a parameterized system of stochastic differential equations, called equation (♮), containing extra
factors in addition to N and Λ, having the property that, for any given parameter, the solution of
equation (♮) generates a solution of the Eq. (1). This parameterized equation (♮) can be useful in
applications.
Our second question concerns the impact of the factor N on our models. We know that, in the
Cox model, the (P,F) martingales remain (Q,G) martingales; in other words, the well-known
immersion property between F and G is satisfied. This property is not preserved in general. A
study has been initiated in [10], where it is proved that, for the particular model presented in that
paper, a (P,F) martingale X is a (Q,G) semimartingale (the so-called (H ′)-property) whose
drift is a function of the (P,F) predictable bracket ⟨N , X⟩. As a consequence, the classical result
obtained in [2,11] for the honest times has been generalized to the case of some non-honest
random times. This is a useful result for the pricing and hedging strategy using credit risk models.
It is interesting to note that, until recently, the common cases where the (H ′)-property is obtained
with an explicit formula are either the case of an honest time (see [2,11,14]) or that using absolute
continuity assumption (see [8,5,9]). The result in [10] makes a break in a very new direction. In
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this paper, we extend the result in [10] to the more general models constructed in this paper.
We will prove the (H ′)-property and provide explicit enlargement of filtration formulas. As an
example, one of the formulas takes the form: for X a (P,F) local martingale, the process
X · − X0 −
∫ ·
0
1{s≤τ }
e−Λs
Zs
d⟨N , X⟩s +
∫ ·
0
1{τ<s}
e−Λs
1− Zs d⟨N , X⟩s
−
∫ ·
0
1{τ<s}

f (Mτs − (1− Zs))+ Mτs f ′(Mτs − (1− Zs))

d⟨Y, X⟩s
is a (Q,G) local martingale, where f is a continuously differentiable Lipschitz function with
f (0) = 0 and Y is a (P,F) local martingale (see Theorem 4.2 for the details and definition of
processes M). To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that one obtains an enlargement
of filtration formula containing an extra term (here, in f and ⟨Y, X⟩) besides the usual terms in
⟨N , X⟩.
The paper is organized as follows. We give, in the next subsection, the precise definition of
our problem. In Section 2, we introduce the notion of increasing family of martingales issued
from 1 − Z (denoted as iMZ ) and show the relation between the iMZ ’s and the solutions of
our problem. In Section 3, we explain how to construct iMZ ’s. In Section 4, we prove the
(H ′)-property and establish the semimartingale decomposition formula. The results are obtained
by an adequate use of the stochastic differential equations which define the iMZ ’s. We show in
addition that any solution of our problem possessing the same semimartingale decomposition
formula must satisfy a same stochastic differential equation. We end the paper by an Appendix,
in which we show how to obtain examples of supermartingales valued in [0, 1].
1.2. The problem and conventions
Now let us formulate precisely the problem. We begin with the notion of an extension of
a filtered probability space (see also [7]). Let (Ω ,A,F,P) and (Ω , A,F,Q) be two filtered
probability spaces, where F = (Ft )t≥0 (resp. F = (Ft )t≥0) is a filtration of sub-σ -fields in
A (resp. in A). Let π be a measurable map from Ω into Ω . We say that (Ω , A,F,Q, π) is an
extension of (Ω ,F,P), if Ft = π−1(Ft ) for all 0 ≤ t ≤ ∞, and P|F∞ = Q|F∞ ◦ π−1. In
that setting, we shall simply identify F,P withF,Q|F∞ and equally we shall consider a random
variable Y on (Ω ,F∞) as the random variable Y ◦π on (Ω , A). With this identification a process
X on Ω is a (P,F)-martingale if and only if X ◦ π it is a (Q,F)-martingale.
In this paper, calling b a positive number means that b ≥ 0 and calling f (t), t ∈ R, an
increasing function means f (s) ≤ f (t) for s ≤ t .
Throughout this paper, we fix (Ω ,A,F,P) a filtered probability space satisfying the usual
conditions, where F∞ = ∨0<t<∞ Ft . The process Λ is a given F-adapted continuous increasing
real-valued process with Λ0 = 0 and N a given ca`dla`g positive (P,F) local martingale, such that
0 ≤ Nt e−Λt ≤ 1 for all 0 ≤ t <∞.
The problem we consider is:
Problem P . Construct an extension (Ω , A,F,Q, π) of (Ω ,F,P) and a random time τ on
(Ω , A) such that Q[τ > t |Ft ] = Nt e−Λt for all 0 ≤ t <∞.
Note that in the above expression, we identifyF with F and we consider any random variable on
Ω as a random variable on Ω .
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When (Ω , A,F,Q, π, τ ) is a solution of the Problem P , we equip systematically the space Ω
with the progressively enlarged filtration G = (Gt )t≥0 made from F with the random time τ , i.e.,
Gt , 0 ≤ t <∞, is the σ -field ∩s>t (Fs ∨ σ(τ ∧ s)) completed with the (Q,G∞)-negligible sets.
This fix the framework for our discussion on the enlargement of filtration problem.
Our solution to Problem P is constructed on the product space [0,∞] × Ω . This space will
exclusively be equipped with the product σ -field B[0,∞] ⊗ F∞, with the map π defined as
π(s, ω) = ω and the map τ defined as τ(s, ω) = s, with the filtration F = π−1(F) which will
immediately be identified with F. In such a setting, for ([0,∞]×Ω ,B[0,∞]⊗F∞,F,Q, π) to
be an extension of (Ω ,F,P), or for ([0,∞]×Ω ,B[0,∞]⊗F∞,F,Q, π, τ ) to be a solution of
the Problem P , the only element we have to determine is the probability Q.
Hence, on the product space, Problem P is equivalent to:
Problem P∗. Construct on the product space ([0,∞]×Ω ,B[0,∞]⊗F∞) a probabilityQ such
that Q|F∞ = P|F∞ and Q[τ > t |Ft ] = Nt e−Λt for all 0 ≤ t <∞.
In this paper, if a relation between two random variables is written without mention, it has to
be understood to be an almost sure relation with respect to the probability measure. However,
sometimes, it will be important to distinguish the almost sure relation from the true one, in that
case, we shall mention it, writing, for example, that the process is everywhere positive.
2. Increasing family of positive and bounded martingales
Let us begin with some basic properties of a supermartingale Z t = Nt e−Λt , 0 ≤ t < ∞,
valued in [0, 1]. First of all, Z∞ = limt→∞ Z t exists. The canonical Doob–Meyer decomposition
of Z is:
dZs = e−Λs dNs − ZsdΛs
where the random variable
∞
0 ZsdΛs is integrable and the martingale
 ·
0 e
−Λs dNs is in BMO
(see, e.g., [15], page 380). When Z is a potential, i.e., when Z∞ = 0, we have the relation
Z t = EP
[∫ ∞
t
ZsdΛs |Ft
]
.
Since N∞ exists and is finite, Z will be a potential whenever Λ∞ = ∞. In general
Z t = Z∞ −
∫ ∞
t
e−Λs dNs +
∫ ∞
t
ZsdΛs .
A solution Q of Problem P∗ can be disintegrated into the probability P and the conditional
law Q[τ ∈ du|F∞]. A natural idea is to consider Q[τ ∈ du|F∞] as the terminal value of the
(probability measure valued) martingaleMt = Q[τ ∈ du|Ft ], 0 ≤ t ≤ ∞, and to hope that,
when Q is a solution of Problem P∗,M can be computed from the supermartingale Z = Ne−Λ.
It is not really the case. On the one hand, one has, for u ≥ t ,
Q[τ > u|Ft ] = EQ[Zu |Ft ] = EQ[Z∞|Ft ] + EQ
[∫ ∞
u
ZsdΛs |Ft
]
.
This yields to
Q[{τ ∈ du} ∩ {t < τ ≤ ∞}|Ft ] = EQ[ZudΛu1{t<u<∞} + Z∞δ∞(du)|Ft ].
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On the other hand, one realizes rapidly that no one-to-one map exists between Z and Q[{τ ∈
du} ∩ {0 ≤ τ ≤ t}|Ft ].
Our approach consists in remedying this gap. In this section, we establish a necessary and
sufficient condition (called iMZ ) on a family of F∞-measurable random variables, under which,
there will be a solution to Problem P such that the considered family of random variables
coincides with the family of the conditional expectations Q[τ ≤ u|Ft ], 0 < u ≤ t ≤ ∞,
where Q is the probability measure in the solution. We indicate how to solve Problem P∗ with
the condition iMZ . In the next section, we give different methods to produce families satisfying
the condition iMZ . We show in particular that the solution of Problem P∗ is not unique.
2.1. Family iM associated with a pair (Q, τ )
Here, we consider pairs (Q, τ ) where (Ω , A,F,Q, π) is an extension of (Ω ,F,P) and τ is a
random variable defined on (Ω , A).
Definition 2.1. An increasing family of positive martingales bounded by 1 (in short iM) is a
family of processes (Mu : u ∈ R∗+) satisfying the following conditions:
1. For any fixed u ∈ R∗+, Mu = (Mut )u≤t≤∞ is a ca`dla`g (P,F) martingale on [u,∞]. (In
particular Mu∞ = limt→∞ Mut .)
2. For any u, the martingale Mu is everywhere positive and bounded by 1.
3. For each fixed 0 < t ≤ ∞, u ∈ (0, t) → Mut is everywhere a right continuous increasing
map (in particular, for 0 < u < t <∞, Mut = limϵ→0 Mut+ϵ ≤ limϵ→0 M tt+ϵ = M tt P-almost
surely).
Remark 2.1. We note that the martingales Mu, u ∈ R∗+, are only defined on [u,∞]. This
technical choice fits well with the default risk modeling. In fact, as we will see below, the
martingales (Mu, u ∈ R∗+) are introduced in order to construct a solution of Problem P∗ in
the way that Mut = Q[τ ≤ u|Ft ], u ≤ t ≤ ∞. It is not useful here to extend the definition of
Mu onto the whole [0,∞].
It is important to note that Mu differs from the almost everywhere defined conditional
expectations Q[τ ≤ u|Ft ] by the regularity condition on the map u ∈ (0, t) → Mut (ω), which
will be used to define a random measure du Mut on (0, t). This point is crucial for the following
Theorem 2.1 which gives the link between iM’s and (Q, τ ), for Lemma 4.2 and for Theorem 4.2
which establishes a progressive enlargement of filtration formula.
We recall that we identify the elements on (Ω ,F,P) with the associated elements on its
extension.
Theorem 2.1. 1. If (Ω , A,F,Q, π) is an extension of (Ω ,F,P), if τ is a random time on
(Ω , A), then there exists a unique family iM = (Mu : u ∈ R∗+) such that, for u ∈ R∗+, u ≤
t ≤ ∞,
Mut = Q[τ ≤ u|Ft ].
We shall say that iM is associated with (Q, τ ).
2. Let (Mu : u ∈ R∗+) be an iM on (Ω ,F,P). Then, there is a unique probability measure
Q on the product space ([0,∞] × Ω ,B[0,∞] ⊗ F∞) such that Q|F∞ = P|F∞ and
Q[τ ≤ u|Ft ] = Mut for u ∈ R∗+, u ≤ t ≤ ∞. We shall say that Q is associated with
iM.
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Proof. (1) Consider the first assertion. For each u ∈ R∗+, let (Gut , 0 ≤ t ≤ ∞) be a ca`dla`g version
of the (P,F) martingale Q[τ ≤ u|Ft ]. We insist that the random variable Gut is chosen really
Ft -measurable (not merely “Q-almost Ft -measurable”). It is clear that, for u < v, 0 ≤ t ≤ ∞,
one has 0 ≤ Gut ≤ Gvt ≤ 1 P-almost surely (recalling that Q|F∞ = P|F∞ ). For u ∈ R∗+, 0 ≤
t ≤ ∞ set
Mut = inf{(Gwt ∧ 1)+ : w ∈ Q+, u < w}.
We have immediately the following properties:
– For u ∈ R∗+, the process Mu = (Mut )0≤t≤∞ is F-optional.
– For 0 ≤ t ≤ ∞, u → Mut is everywhere increasing and right continuous.
– For 0 ≤ t ≤ ∞, 0 < u < v <∞, 0 ≤ Mut ≤ Mvt ≤ 1 everywhere.
Let u ∈ R∗+, and let T be an F-stopping time. Then,
Q[τ ≤ u] = EQ[GuT ] ≤ EQ[MuT ] = inf
v∈Q+,u<v
EQ[GvT ] = inf
v∈Q+,u<v
Q[τ ≤ v]
= Q[τ ≤ u].
This shows that MuT = GuT ,P-almost surely. Consequently, Gu and Mu are P-indistinguishable
(on the interval [0,∞]) and, therefore, Mu itself is a ca`dla`g (P,F) uniformly integrable
martingale on [0,∞]. We have
Mu∞ = Gu∞ = limt→∞ G
u
t = limt→∞ M
u
t
P-almost surely. Therefore, the family of processes Mu restricted on [u,∞], for u ∈ R∗+, defines
an iM satisfying the first assertion.
(2) Consider the second assertion. Let
M0∞ = lim
u→0 M
u∞, M∞∞ = limu→∞ M
u∞.
The map u → Mu∞ − M0∞ being everywhere increasing and right continuous, we denote
by du Mu∞ the associated random measure on (0,∞). We define a probability measure on
([0,∞] × Ω ,B[0,∞] ⊗ F∞) by
Q[F] := EP
[∫
[0,∞]
F(u, ·)(M0∞δ0(du)+ du Mu∞ + (1− M∞∞ )δ∞(du))
]
(2)
where F(t, ω) ∈ B[0,∞] ⊗ F∞, F(t, ω) ≥ 0. It follows that, for A ∈ F∞:
Q[A] = Q[A ∩ {0 ≤ τ ≤ ∞}]
= EP
[
1A
∫
[0,∞]
(M0∞δ0(du)+ du Mu∞ + (1− M∞∞ )δ∞(du))
]
= P[A]
so that Q|F∞ = P|F∞ . For u ∈ R∗+, u ≤ t ≤ ∞, for all A ∈ Ft , we have
Q[A ∩ {τ ≤ u}] = EP
[
1A
∫
[0,u]
(M0∞δ0(ds)+ ds Ms∞)
]
= EP[1A Mu∞] = EP[1A Mut ] = EQ[1A Mut ].
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Henceforth, Q[τ ≤ u|Ft ] = Mut . The probability Q satisfies the conditions of the theorem. The
uniqueness of Q is immediate. 
Remark 2.2. We can ask whether, for a given iM , its associated probabilityQ can be constructed
on the measurable space (Ω ,F∞) instead of the product space ([0,∞]×Ω ,B[0,∞]⊗F∞), as
it is done in a particular case in [13]. This is equivalent to ask if there exists a random variable
L on (Ω ,F∞) such that Mut = Q[L ≤ u|Ft ]. If it is the case, we have Mu∞ = 1{L≤u}. This is
a fairly restrictive condition on the family iM . We understand therefore that, to have a perfect
correspondence between the families iM and the probability–random time pair (Q, τ ), we have
to accept to work on enlarged spaces such as the product space [0,∞] × Ω .
2.2. Families iMZ and solutions to Problem P
Let Z t := Nt e−Λt , 0 ≤ t <∞. We introduce the following definition:
Definition 2.2. An increasing family of positive martingales issued from 1− Z (in short iMZ )
is an increasing family of positive martingales (Mu : u ∈ R∗+) satisfying the initial value condi-
tion: Muu = 1− Zu P-almost surely for u ∈ R∗+. Note that, for u < t <∞, Mut ≤ M tt = 1− Z t ,
P-almost surely.
The theorem below establishes that a solution of Problem P exists if and only if an iMZ exists.
It is an immediate consequence of the Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 2.2. 1. If (Ω , A,F,Q, π, τ ) is a solution of ProblemP , the family iM associated with
(Q, τ ) is an iMZ .
2. Let (Mu : u ∈ R∗+) be an iMZ and Q be the associated probability measure defined in (2) on
([0,∞] × Ω ,B[0,∞] ⊗ F∞). Then, Q is a solution of ProblemP∗.
3. Constructions of iMZ
Now, to solve Problem P∗, it is enough to find an iMZ . That is what we present in this section.
3.1. A basic iMZ
We introduce the hypothesis:
Hypothesis Hy(Z ): The process Z satisfies 1− Z t > 0 and 1− Z t− > 0 for all 0 < t <∞.
Note that (see [10]), under Hy(Z),P-almost surely,
 b
a
dΛt
1−Zt < ∞ for any 0 < a < b < ∞.
As a consequence,
∞
0 1{1−Zt=0}dΛt = 0 and
 t
a
dΛs
1−Zs , t ≥ a, defines a continuous F-adapted
increasing process.
The following theorem is borrowed from [10].
Theorem 3.1. Assume Hy(Z). The family
But = (1− Z t ) exp

−
∫ t
u
ZsdΛs
1− Zs

, u ∈ R∗+, u ≤ t ≤ ∞,
defines an iMZ .
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Proof. Note that the processes Bu are positive and bounded by 1. The theorem will be proved
if we show that Bu is a (P,F) local martingale on [u,∞]. This is an immediate consequence of
Itoˆ’s integration by parts formula. 
Note that, for u ∈ R∗+, dt But = −But− e
−Λt
1−Zt− dNt , i.e., B
u is an exponential martingale
(cf. [10]).
3.2. More iMZ when 1− Z > 0
We assume in this subsection the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis Hy(C): All (P,F) martingales are continuous.
We assume also that Z0 = 1 and 1 − Z t > 0 for all t ≥ 0 (in short 1 − Z > 0). Note that
under these assumptions, for u ∈ R∗+, the stochastic integral
 t
u
e−Λs
1−Zs dNs, u ≤ t < ∞, exists
and defines a continuous (P,F) local martingale.
3.2.1. The generating equation
We start with a result which will allow us to compare a local martingale with the submartingale
1− Z .
Lemma 3.1. Let u ∈ R∗+ be fixed. Let M be a (P,F) local martingale on [u,∞) such that
Mu ≤ 1− Zu . Then, Mt ≤ 1− Z t for t ∈ [u,∞) if and only if ℓ0(M− (1− Z)), the local time at
zero of M − (1− Z) on [u,∞), is identically null. Here the local time is taken right continuous
in the space variable a, i.e., the map a → ℓat (M − (1− Z)) is right continuous.
Proof. (a) Sufficient condition. If ℓ0(M − (1 − Z)) ≡ 0, for any F-stopping time T ≥ u such
that any quantity in the following computation is integrable and that local martingales stopped at
time T are uniformly integrable martingales, we obtain, using Tanaka’s formula:
EP[(MT − (1− ZT ))+] = EP[(Mu − (1− Zu))+]
+EP
[∫ T
u
1{Ms−(1−Zs )>0}d(Ms − (1− Zs))
]
+ 1
2
EP[ℓ0T (M − (1− Z))] ≤ 0
because M − (1 − Z) is a (P,F) supermartingale, and that its martingale part is a uniformly
integrable martingale, due to the choice of T . This proves that the condition is sufficient.
(b) Necessary condition. If (Mt − (1 − Z t )) ≤ 0 on t ∈ [u,∞), Tanaka’s formula implies
immediately ℓ0(M − (1− Z)) ≡ 0. 
Recall that an iMZ must satisfy the conditions: 0 ≤ Mu ≤ 1 − Z , Mu ≤ Mv if u < v, and
Muu = 1− Zu . We introduce a stochastic differential equation to find a family of iMZ ’s.
Equation (♮): Let Y be a (P,F) local martingale and f be a bounded Lipschitz function with
f (0) = 0. For any u ∈ R∗+, we consider the equation
(♮u)
dX t = X t

− e
−Λt
1− Z t dNt + f (X t − (1− Z t ))dYt

, u ≤ t <∞
Xu = x
where the “initial” condition x can be any Fu-measurable random variable.
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Theorem 3.2. Let u ∈ R∗+ be fixed. Equation (♮u) has a unique solution X for each given initial
value x. If Xu ≤ 1− Zu, X is bounded by (1− Z) on [u,∞).
Proof. For the existence and the uniqueness of the solution of equation (♮u), we refer to [16],
Chapter IX.
To simplify the notation in the remaining part of the proof, we denote ζ := e−Λ1−Z and
∆ := X − (1 − Z). Then, according to Lemma 3.1, if the local time ℓ0(∆) is identically null,
then the solution of (♮u) is bounded by (1 − Z) on [u,∞). We calculate the predictable bracket
⟨∆⟩ using the fact that, from Itoˆ’s calculus
d∆t = −∆tζt dNt + X t f (∆t )dYt − Z t dΛt .
Therefore,
d⟨∆⟩t = ∆2t ζ 2t d⟨N ⟩t + X2t f 2(∆t )d⟨Y ⟩t − 2∆tζt X t f (∆t )d⟨N , Y ⟩t
≤ 2∆2t ζ 2t d⟨N ⟩t + 2X2t f 2(∆t )d⟨Y ⟩t ≤ 2∆2t ζ 2t d⟨N ⟩t + 2X2t K 2∆2t d⟨Y ⟩t (3)
for some constant K . From this, we deduce that, for 0 < ϵ, 0 < t <∞, one has∫ t
0
1{0<∆s<ϵ}
1
∆2s
d⟨∆⟩s <∞.
According to [16], Chapter VI, Page 220, ℓ0(∆) ≡ 0. The theorem is proved. 
Theorem 3.3. Let u ∈ R∗+ be fixed. Let X ′, X ′′ be two solutions of equation (♮u) with initial
conditions X ′u < X ′′u . Then, X ′t ≤ X ′′t for all u ≤ t <∞.
Proof. If X ′t < X ′′t , ∀u < t < ∞, nothing is to be proved. If X ′t = X ′′t for some t > u,
the processes X ′ and X ′′ will remain equal forever because of the uniqueness of the solution of
equation (♮u). 
Corollary 3.1. Let u ∈ R∗+ be fixed and X be a solution of equation (♮u) with initial condition
Xu ≥ 0. Then, X t ≥ 0 for all u ≤ t <∞.
Proof. We notice that 0 is the solution of (♮u) with initial condition 0, and use the comparison
Theorem 3.3. 
As a consequence of Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.1, the local martingale X takes values in
[0, 1] whenever 0 ≤ Xu ≤ 1 − Zu . It is therefore a true (P,F) uniformly integrable martingale
and X∞ = limt→∞ X t exists.
Corollary 3.2. Let u, v ∈ R∗+ and u < v. Let Xu (resp. Xv) denote the solution of equation (♮u)
(resp. equation (♮v)) with the initial condition Xuu = 1 − Zu (resp. Xvv = 1 − Zv). Then, for
v ≤ t <∞, Xut ≤ Xvt .
Proof. In fact, the two processes Xu, Xv satisfy the same equation (♮v) on [v,∞) with
respectively the initial value Xuv and X
v
v = 1−Zv . Since Xuv ≤ 1−Zv according to Theorem 3.2,
the corollary follows from Theorem 3.3. 
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3.2.2. The iMZ associated with the Eq. (♮)
We now construct a family of solutions to equation (♮) which are regular in the parameter
u ∈ R∗+. Let Xu be the process defined in the preceding Corollary 3.2. We have seen that Xu is
a bounded (P,F) martingale, that Xut ≤ Xvt if u < v ≤ t , and that 0 ≤ Xut ≤ 1 − Z t for u ≤ t .
We define
Muu = 1− Zu
Mut = inf{(Xvt )+ ∧ (1− Z t ) : v ∈ Q+, u < v ≤ t}, u < t ≤ ∞.
Theorem 3.4. Each Mu is P-indistinguishable from Xu and (Mu : u ∈ R∗+) is an iMZ . We shall
say that this iMZ is associated with equation (♮).
Proof. We only need to prove that Mu is P-indistinguishable from Xu . For u ∈ R∗+, let T be
an F-stopping time such that T ≥ u and everything concerned in the following computation is
integrable. We have
EP[MuT − XuT ] = EP[1{u<T } inf
v∈Q, u<v≤T X
v
T − 1{u<T }XuT ]
= inf
v∈Q, u<vEP[1{u<T }X
v∧T
T ] − EP[1{u<T }XuT ]
= inf
v∈Q, u<vEP[1{u<T }(1− Zv∧T )] − EP[1{u<T }(1− Zu)]
= 0
where the last equality comes from the dominated convergence theorem. This shows that Mu
and Xu are P-indistinguishable on [u,∞] and in particular Mu is a continuous (P,F) uniformly
integrable martingale. 
3.3. An iMZ in case of possible zero of 1− Z
In this subsection, we study the case where 1− Z may take the value zero. Let Z := {s ≥ 0 :
1− Zs = 0} and define, for 0 < t <∞, the random times
gt := sup{0 ≤ s < t : s ∈ Z},
dt := inf{s > t : s ∈ Z}.
We introduce the hypothesis: The measure dΛs has a decomposition dΛs = dVs + dAs where
V, A are continuous increasing processes such that dV charges only Z while dA charges only its
complementary Zc.
Hypothesis Hy(Z): We suppose that 1{gt≤u<t}
 t
u
Zs
1−Zs dAs is finite for any 0 < u < t <∞.
In the remaining part of this subsection, we assume Hy(Z) and Z0 = 1.
Lemma 3.2. Let Eut := exp

−  tu Zs1−Zs dAs. We have the identity, for 0 < u ≤ t <∞,
1{gt≤u}Eut (1− Z t ) = (1− Zu)−
∫ t
u
1{gs≤u}Eus e−Λs dNs .
Proof. It is a balayage formula (cf. [17]). Let u ∈ R∗+. We note that
{gt ≤ u < t} = {u < t ≤ du}, u < t <∞.
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Consider the process
1{gt≤u} = 1{t≤u} + 1{u<t≤du} = 1[0,du ](t), 0 ≤ t <∞.
It is a F-predictable process. Applying the integration by parts formula, we write, for t ≥ u,
d

Eut (1− Z t )
 = Eut Z t dVt − e−Λt dNt .
Note that, Z being ca`dla`g, 1 − Zdu = 0 on {du < ∞}. Putting these together, we obtain, for
u < t <∞
1{gt≤u}Eut (1− Z t ) = Eut∧du (1− Z t∧du )
= Euu∧du (1− Zu∧du )+
∫ t∧du
u∧du
Eus ZsdVs −
∫ t∧du
u∧du
Eus e
−Λs dNs
= Euu (1− Zu)+
∫ t
u
1{s≤du}Eus ZsdVs −
∫ t
u
1{s≤du}Eus e−Λs dNs
= (1− Zu)−
∫ t
u
1{gs≤u}Eus e−Λs dNs .
The integral
 t
u I{gs≤u}E
u
s ZsdVs vanishes, since, V does not charge the set {gs ≤ u}. The lemma
is proved. 
We define, for u ∈ R∗+ the processes
Mut := 1{gt≤u}Eut (1− Z t ), u ≤ t <∞ (4)
Mu∞ := 1{g≤u} exp

−
∫ ∞
u
Zs
1− Zs dAs

(1− Z∞)
where g := limt→∞ gt . We see immediately that the process Mu is ca`dla`g, positive and bounded
by (1 − Z t ) on [u,∞]. According to Lemma 3.2, Mu is a (P,F) local martingale. So it is an
(P,F) uniformly integrable martingale. The initial value of Mu is Muu = (1 − Zu), and, for
0 < t ≤ ∞, the map u ∈ (0, t)→ Mut is increasing and right continuous. We conclude with the
following theorem
Theorem 3.5. The family (Mu : u ∈ R∗+) defined in (4) is an iMZ .
Since we have found an iMZ , we obtain a solution of Problem P∗, according to Theorem 2.2.
However, the solution associated with this iMZ has an interesting form, and it is useful to write
it explicitly. Consider, for 0 < t ≤ ∞, M0t = limu↓0 Mut . We have, on the one hand,
EP[M0t ] = lim
u↓0EQ[M
u
t ] = lim
u↓0EQ[M
u
u ] = lim
u↓0EQ[1− Zu] = 0,
which yields M0 ≡ 0. On the other hand, we have
M∞∞ = 1{g<∞}1B(1− Z∞) = 1B(1− Z∞)
where
B =

inf
0≤u<∞
∫ ∞
u
Zs
1− Zs dAs <∞

.
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Notice that, as a consequence, if 1 − Zu is not identically null,
∞
u
Zs
1−Zs dAs is not identically
infinite.
We define, as in (2), a probability measure Q on [0,∞] × Ω by the following relations: for
A ∈ F∞, u ∈ R∗+,
Q[A ∩ {τ ≤ u}] = EP [1A exp− ∫ ∞
u
Zs
1− Zs dAs

(1− Z∞)
]
, (5)
Q[A ∩ {τ = ∞}] = EP[1A(1BZ∞ + 1Bc )].
This definition implies immediately the equality Q[A] = P[A], A ∈ F∞. Now, for u ∈ R∗+ and
A ∈ F∞,
Q [A ∩ {g ∨ τ ≤ u}] = EP [1A1{g≤u} exp− ∫ ∞
u
Zs
1− Zs dAs

(1− Z∞)
]
= EP[1A Mu∞].
In particular, if A ∈ Fu ,Q[A ∩ {g ∨ τ ≤ u}] = EP[1A Muu ] = EP[1A(1− Zu)] = EQ[1A(1− Zu)]
i.e., Q[g∨τ > u|Fu] = Zu . Therefore Q is a solution and we have proved the following theorem
Theorem 3.6. Let Q be defined in (5). Then, ([0,∞] × Ω ,B[0,∞] ⊗ F∞,F,Q, π, g ∨ τ) is a
solution of Problem P .
Remark 3.1. As a corollary of the above theorem, let us generalize a formula established in [14].
We recall that in [14] a process M is said to belong to the class (C0) if M is a strictly positive
(P,F) local martingale, with no positive jumps, such that M0 = 1 and limt→∞ Mt = 0. For any
positive process X , we introduce the supremum process SXt = sups≤t Xs and the last passage
times gXt = sup{0 ≤ s < t : Ss − Xs = 0} and gX = sup{s ≥ 0 : Ss − Xs = 0}. It is proved
in [14] that, if X belongs to the class (C0), one has
P[gX > t |Ft ] = X t
SXt
.
We now introduce a larger class: the class (C1) of all positive supermartingales X having a
multiplicative decomposition of the form X = Me−B , where M is a positive local martingale
with M0 = 1 and with no positive jumps, and B is a continuous increasing process with B0 = 0
such that 1{gXt ≤u<t}
 t
u
SXs
SXs −Xs dBs <∞ for any 0 < u < t <∞. (As an example, we can check
that X t = eWt−t , t ≥ 0, where W is a Brownian motion starting form zero, is an element in C1,
but not in C0.)
Clearly the class (C1) contains the class (C0), and, for any X in the class (C1), the
supermartingale Z X := X
SX
satisfies Hy(Z). Applying Theorem 3.6, using the notation therein,
we can write
Q[gX ∨ τ > t |Ft ] = X t
SXt
.
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This generalizes the result of [14] to the class (C1). In the case where X belongs to the class (C0),
we will have B ≡ 0 and Z X∞ = 0. Therefore, Q[τ = 0] = 1 and
X t
SXt
= Q[gX ∨ τ > t |Ft ] = Q[gX > t |Ft ] = P[gX > t |Ft ].
We get back to the former result.
4. Enlargement of filtration problem
In the preceding sections, we have constructed families iMZ which generate solutions of
Problem P∗. In this section, we study the enlargement of filtration problem for these solutions.
Precisely, for a solution (Ω , A,F,Q, π, τ ) of Problem P , we equip it with the progressively
enlarged filtration G = (Gt )t≥0 where Gt is the σ -field ∩s>t (Fs ∨ σ(τ ∧ s)) completed with
the (Q, A)-negligible sets. We shall prove that a (P,F) local martingale X remains a (Q,G)
semimartingale and give its (Q,G) semimartingale decomposition.
This decomposition is well known on the set {t ≤ τ }, thanks to Jeulin and Yor [11] (see
Lemma 4.1). Therefore, it remains only to study the F-martingale X on the set {t > τ }, i.e., to
prove that (X t∨τ − Xτ , t ≥ 0) is a G-semimartingale. This problem has been studied in the
literature in two cases: the case of honest times (see [2,11]) and the case of initial times (see
[9,5]). The methodology used there cannot be applied in our case. We will introduce a new
method based on the fact that the families iMZ of our solutions satisfy stochastic differential
equations.
To complete the program, we shall prove that, if, for a given family iMZ , a semimartingale
decomposition formula holds for the model constructed with it, then the iMZ must be the solution
of a stochastic differential equation of the form (♮).
Recall the result obtained in [11], applied in our setting:
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that Z0 = 1, that Λ is continuous and that Q[0 < τ < ∞] = 1. Let X
be a (P,F) local martingale and B the (Q,F) predictable dual projection of the jump process
1Xτ1{τ≤t}, 0 ≤ t <∞. Let ⟨N , X⟩ be the (P,F)-predictable dual projection of [N , X ] (⟨N , X⟩
exists always). Then,
X ·∧τ −
∫ ·∧τ
0
1
Zs−
(e−Λs d⟨N , X⟩s + dBs)
is a (Q,G) local martingale.
Remark 4.1. If Q[τ = T ] = 0 for all F-stopping time T , then B ≡ 0. More generally, the
process B is linked with Λ by the formula: dBs = H Xs ZsdΛs , where H X is a F-predictable
process such that H Xτ = EQ[∆τ X |Fτ−].
4.1. The case of the basic iMZ
The following theorem has been proved in [10]:
Theorem 4.1. Suppose Hy(Z). Consider the iMZ defined by the family (Theorem 3.1)
But = (1− Z t ) exp

−
∫ t
u
Zs
1− Zs dΛs

u ∈ R∗+, u ≤ t ≤ ∞.
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Let Q be the probability measure on [0,∞]×Ω associated with the family (Bu : u ∈ R∗+). Then,
for any (P,F) local martingale X,
X · −
∫ ·
0
1{s≤τ }
e−Λs
Zs−
d⟨N , X⟩s +
∫ ·
0
1{τ<s}
e−Λs
1− Zs− d⟨N , X⟩s (6)
is a (Q,G) local martingale.
4.2. From equation (♮) to the decomposition formula in enlargement of filtration
In this subsection, we suppose Hy(C) and Z0 = 1, Z∞ = 0, 1− Z > 0. We consider an iMZ
family (Mu; u ∈ R∗+) whose members Mu satisfy equation (♮u) : u ∈ R∗+,
(♮u)
dM
u
t = Mut

− e
−Λt
1− Z t dNt + f (M
u
t − (1− Z t ))dYt

, u ≤ t <∞
Muu = x
with f being a continuously differentiable Lipschitz function such that f (0) = 0 and Y being a
(P,F) local martingale. We suppose in addition the hypothesis:
Hy(Mc): For each 0 < t <∞, the map u → Mut is continuous on (0, t].
Applying the monotone convergence theorem, and using the fact that Mv is a martingale on
[v,∞], we obtain
EP[ lim
v→∞ M
v∞] = limv→∞EP[M
v∞] = limv→∞EP[M
v
v ] = limv→∞EP[1− Zv] = 1
where the last equality follows from the assumption Z∞ = 0. As an iMZ family, Mvt ≤ 1− Z t ≤
1 for all v ≤ t ≤ ∞. Therefore, the above equality yields M∞∞ = 1. It is also true that
M0∞ = 0. As before, we denote by du Mut the random measure on (0, t) induced by the map
u ∈ (0, t)→ Mut , for 0 < t ≤ ∞. The following lemma is straightforward.
Lemma 4.2. Let u ∈ R∗+ be fixed. Then, for any bounded Borel function h on [0,∞], the process:
t ∈ [u,∞] →
∫ u
0
h(v)dvMvt
is a bounded (P,F) martingale on [u,∞].
Let Q be the probability on the product space [0,∞] × Ω associated with the iMZ family.
Note that since M∞∞ = 1 and M0∞ = 0, one hasQ[0 < τ <∞] = 1. Moreover, Hy(Mc) implies
Q[τ = T ] = 0 for any F stopping time T .
Lemma 4.3. Let Vs(ω), 0 ≤ s < ∞, ω ∈ Ω , be a map such that, for fixed s, the random
variable Vs is F∞ measurable and for fixed ω, s → Vs(ω) is ca`dla`g and increasing. We denote
by dVs the induced measure on [0,∞). Let Fs(t, ω), 0 ≤ s < ∞, 0 ≤ t ≤ ∞, ω ∈ Ω , be a
positive map, measurable with respect to B[0,∞]⊗B[0,∞]⊗F∞. Suppose EQ
∞
0 dVs

<∞.
Then,
EQ
[∫ ∞
0
FsdVs
]
= EQ
[∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
Fs(t, ·)dt M t∞

dVs
]
.
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Proof. From the definition of Q (see (2)), and the fact that M0∞ = 0 and M∞∞ = 1, we have
EQ
[∫ ∞
0
FsdVs
]
=
∫
[0,∞]×Ω
∫
R+
Fs(t, ω)dVs(ω)

Q(dt, dω)
=
∫
Ω
∫
R+
∫
R+
Fs(t, ω)dVs(ω)

dt M t∞(ω)dP(ω).
Applying Fubini–Tonelli theorem,
EQ
[∫ ∞
0
FsdVs
]
=
∫
Ω
∫
R+
∫
R+
Fs(t, ω)dt M t∞(ω)

dVs(ω)dP(ω)
= EQ
[∫
R+
∫
R+
Fs(t, ·)dt M t∞dVs
]
where, in the last equality, we have used that P and Q coincide on F∞. 
Theorem 4.2. We assume Hy(C), Z0 = 1, Z∞ = 0, 1− Z > 0, and Hy(Mc). Let X be a (P,F)
local martingale. Then, the process
X · − X0 −
∫ ·
0
1{s≤τ }
e−Λs
Zs
d⟨N , X⟩s +
∫ ·
0
1{τ<s}
e−Λs
1− Zs d⟨N , X⟩s
−
∫ ·
0
1{τ<s}

f (Mτs − (1− Zs))+ Mτs f ′(Mτs − (1− Zs))

d⟨Y, X⟩s (7)
is a (Q,G) local martingale.
Proof. We write
X t − X0 = Xτ∨t − Xτ + Xτ∧t − X0.
The decomposition for Xτ∧t − X0 is given by Lemma 4.1 with B ≡ 0 (this is a consequence of
Hy(C)).
In order to simplify the proof, we introduce ζt = e−Λt1−Zt and ∆ut = Mut − (1 − Z t ). We shall
establish that
Xτ∨t − Xτ +
∫ t
0
1{τ<s}ζsd⟨N , X⟩s −
∫ t
0
1{τ<s}

f (∆τs )+ Mτs f ′(∆τs )

d⟨Y, X⟩s
is a (Q,G) local martingale. Note that
EQ
[∫ ∞
τ
ζs |d⟨N , X⟩|s
]
= EQ
[∫ ∞
0
e−Λs |d⟨N , X⟩|s
]
.
Indeed,
EQ
[∫ ∞
τ
ζs |d⟨N , X⟩|s
]
= EQ
[∫ ∞
0
ζs1{τ≤s}|d⟨N , X⟩|s
]
= EQ
[∫ ∞
0
ζsQ(τ ≤ s|Fs)|d⟨N , X⟩|s
]
= EQ
[∫ ∞
0
e−Λs |d⟨N , X⟩|s
]
.
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Without loss of generality, we suppose that X is stopped using a F-localization procedure
so that everything in the computation for this proof is (uniformly) integrable, in particular
EQ
∞
τ
ζs |d⟨N , X⟩|s

is finite. Let 0 ≤ s < t <∞, u ∈ R∗+ and A ∈ Fs .
EQ[1A1{τ≤u}(Xτ∨t − Xτ∨s)] = limn→∞EQ

1A
n−
k=1
1 (k−1)u
n <τ≤ kun
(Xτ∨t − Xτ∨s)

= lim
n→∞EQ

1A
n−
k=1
1 (k−1)u
n <τ≤ kun
 X ku
n ∨t − X kun ∨s

.
Now, by integration by parts formula, we compute the terms under the summation sign, setting
tn = kun ∨ t and sn = kun ∨ s. Recall that, from the definition, Mvt = Q(τ ≤ v|Ft ). From the
martingale property of Mv for any v, from the martingale property of X and using integration by
parts formula, one obtains
An(k) := EQ
[
1A1 (k−1)u
n <τ≤ kun
(X tn − Xsn )
]
= EQ
[
1A

M
ku
n∞ − M
(k−1)u
n∞

(X tn − Xsn )
]
= EQ
[
1A
∫ tn
sn
d⟨M kun , X⟩r
]
− EQ
[
1A
∫ tn
sn
d⟨M (k−1)un , X⟩r
]
.
We now compute the predictable brackets which appear in the right-hand side, using equation
(♮) satisfied by Mv:
dMvt = −ζt Mvt dNt + Mvt f (∆vt )dYt .
We write then:
An(k) = EQ
[
1A
∫ tn
sn
M
ku
n
r (−ζr )d⟨N , X⟩r + M
ku
n
r f

∆
ku
n
r

d⟨Y, X⟩r
]
−EQ
[
1A
∫ tn
sn
M
(k−1)u
n
r (−ζr )d⟨N , X⟩r + M
(k−1)u
n
r f

∆
(k−1)u
n
r

d⟨Y, X⟩r
]
= EQ
[
1A
∫ t
s
1 ku
n <r
ζr

−M
ku
n
r + M
(k−1)u
n
r

d⟨N , X⟩r
]
+EQ
[
1A
∫ t
s
1 ku
n <r
 M kunr f ∆ kunr − M (k−1)unr f ∆ (k−1)unr  d⟨Y, X⟩r]
:= A1n(k)+ A2n(k).
We next compute limn→∞
∑n
k=1 An(k) as the sum of two quantities. In a first step, noting that
A1n(k) = EQ
[
1A
∫ t
s
1 ku
n <r
ζr

−M
ku
n∞ + M
(k−1)u
n∞

d⟨N , X⟩r
]
= EQ
[
1A

−M
ku
n∞ + M
(k−1)u
n∞
∫ t
s
1 ku
n <r
ζr d⟨N , X⟩r
]
= −EQ
[
1A1 (k−1)u
n <τ≤ kun
 ∫ t
s
1 ku
n <r
ζr d⟨N , X⟩r
]
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one has
lim
n→∞
n−
k=1
A1n(k) = − limn→∞EQ

1A
n−
k=1
1 (k−1)u
n <τ≤ kun
 ∫ t
s
1 ku
n <r
ζr d⟨N , X⟩r

= −EQ
[
1A1{τ≤u}
∫ t
s
1{τ<r}ζr d⟨N , X⟩r
]
.
We now study the remaining part:
n−
k=1
A2n(k) :=
n−
k=1
EQ
[
1A
∫ t
s
1 ku
n <r
 M kunr f ∆ kunr 
− M
(k−1)u
n
r f

∆
(k−1)u
n
r

d⟨Y, X⟩r
]
= EQ

1A
∫ t
s
n′−
k=1

M
ku
n
r f

∆
ku
n
r

− M
(k−1)u
n
r f

∆
(k−1)u
n
r

d⟨Y, X⟩r

where n′ =  nru  ∧ n. Note the identity:
n′−
k=1

M
ku
n
r f

∆
ku
n
r

− M
(k−1)u
n
r f

∆
(k−1)u
n
r

= M
n′u
n
r f

∆
n′u
n
r

because of M0r = 0. Note also that, since g(x − a)+ xg′(x − a) is the derivative of xg(x − a),
we have another identity:∫ a
0
( f (∆vr )+ Mvr f ′(∆vr ))dvMvs = Mar f (∆ur ), a > 0.
Henceforth,
lim
n→∞
n−
k=1
A2n(k) = limn→∞EQ
[
1A
∫ t
s
M
n′u
n
r f

∆
n′u
n
r

d⟨Y, X⟩r
]
= EQ
[
1A
∫ t
s
Mr∧ur f (∆r∧ur )d⟨Y, X⟩r
]
= EQ
[
1A
∫ t
s
d⟨Y, X⟩r
∫ r∧u
0
( f (∆vr )+ Mvr f ′(∆vr ))dvMvr
]
= EQ
[
1A
∫ t
s
d⟨Y, X⟩r
∫ ∞
0
1{v<u}1{v<r}( f (∆vr )+ Mvr f ′(∆vr ))dvMv∞
]
according to Lemma 4.2
= EQ
[
1A
∫ t
s
1{τ<u}1{τ<r}( f (∆τr )+ Mτr f ′(∆τr ))d⟨Y, X⟩r
]
according to Lemma 4.3.
We resume the situation: (note that Q[τ = u] = 0)
EQ[1A1{τ≤u}(Xτ∨t − Xτ∨s)] = −EQ
[
1A1{τ≤u}
∫ t
s
1{τ<r}ζr d⟨N , X⟩r
]
+EQ
[
1A1{τ≤u}
∫ t
s
1{τ<r}( f (∆τr )+ Mτr f ′(∆τr ))d⟨Y, X⟩r
]
for all u ∈ R∗+ and A ∈ Fs .
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By monotone class theorem, the above identity holds again when we replace 1A1{τ≤u}
by 1B where B ∈ Fs ⊗ σ(τ). Let us consider a B+ ∈ Gs . For any s′ ∈ (s, t), since
Gs ⊂ N ∨ (Fs′ ⊗σ(τ ∧ s′)), there exists a Bs′ ∈ Fs′ ⊗σ(τ ∧ s′) such that 1B+ = 1Bs′ Q-almost
surely. This enable us to write
EQ[1B+(Xτ∨t − Xτ∨s′)] = −EQ
[
1B+
∫ t
s′
1{τ<r}ζr d⟨N , X⟩r
]
+EQ
[
1B+
∫ t
s′
1{τ<r}( f (∆τr )+ Mτr f ′(∆τr ))d⟨Y, X⟩r
]
.
Letting s′ ↓ s we prove the theorem. 
Remarks 4.1. (a) The main ingredient in this proof is that the martingales Mu satisfy equation
(♮) whose coefficients, for example Mut f (M
u
t − (1 − Z t )), are absolutely continuous with
respect to du Mut . In this regard, we mention the work of Yor [18]. We could have adopted
the same reasoning as in [18] to prove the above theorem. But we prefer another one which
reveals clearly the implication of the stochastic differential equation (♮) in the semimartingale
decomposition formula.
(b) Let us consider a smaller filtration G0 composed of G0t = Ft ∨ σ(τ ∧ t), t ≥ 0. It is
really smaller than G, because G0 is not right continuous and especially τ is not a G0-
stopping time. However, with the continuity, we prove easily that the expression (7) defines a
G0-adapted process, and a careful check of the proof of Theorem 4.2 shows that the
expression (4) defines a (Q,G0) local martingale. This means that the expression (7) gives
also a (Q,G0) semimartingale decomposition formula.
4.3. Reciprocal relation between equation (♮) and the decomposition formula in enlargement of
filtration
In the preceding section, we started with the dynamics of an iMZ and we arrive at a
semimartingale decomposition formula. Here we shall consider an inversed situation. We begin
with a probabilityQ on [0,∞]×Ω which is a solution of Problem P∗. Let (Mu : u ∈ R∗+) be the
iMZ family associated with (Q, τ ). We assume that the semimartingale decomposition formula
in Theorem 4.2 holds under Q. We want to know the behavior of the associated iMZ family. We
have the following theorem:
Theorem 4.3. Assume the hypotheses Hy(C), Z0 = 1, Z∞ = 0, 1 − Z > 0, and Hy(Mc).
Suppose that there exist a (P,F) local martingale Y and a continuous differentiable Lipschitz
function f such that, for any (P,F) local martingale X, X t − X0 − A[Y ; f ](X)t , 0 ≤ t < ∞ is
a (Q,G) local martingale, where
A[Y ; f ](X) =
∫ ·
0
1{s≤τ }
e−Λs
Zs
d⟨N , X⟩s +
∫ ·
0
1{τ<s}
e−Λs
1− Zs d⟨N , X⟩s
−
∫ ·
0
1{τ<s}

f (Mτs − (1− Zs))+ Mτs f ′(Mτs − (1− Zs))

d⟨Y, X⟩s
with Mu belonging to iMZ . Then, the martingales Mu ∈ iMZ , u ∈ R∗+, are solutions of equation
(♮u).
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Proof. Let 0 < u < t < ∞. Let X be a (P,F) uniformly integrable martingale. Let T be any
F-stopping time such that u ≤ T , and, stopped at T , everything in the following computations
are integrable. We introduce again the notation ζt = e−Λt1−Zt and∆ut = Mut − (1− Z t ). Then, using
the (Q,G) semimartingale decomposition of any (P,F) local martingale X ,
EQ[Mut X Tt ] = EQ[1{τ≤u}X Tu + 1{τ≤u}(X Tt − X Tu )]
= EQ
[
1{τ≤u}X Tu − 1{τ≤u}
∫ t
u
ζsd⟨N , X T ⟩s
]
+EQ
[
1{τ≤u}
∫ t
u
( f (∆τs )+ Mτs f ′(∆τs ))d⟨Y, X T ⟩s
]
.
Due to the (P,F) martingale properties of X and N , and the integration by parts formula, the
first term becomes
EQ
[
1{τ≤u}X Tu − 1{τ≤u}
∫ t
u
ζsd⟨N , X T ⟩s
]
= EQ
[
(1− Zu)X Tu − Mut
∫ t
u
ζsd⟨N , X T ⟩s
]
= EQ
[
(1− Zu)X Tt −
∫ t
u
Mus ζsd⟨N , X T ⟩s
]
= EQ
[
(1− Zu)X Tt − X Tt
∫ t
u
Mus ζsdNs
]
.
The second term becomes
EQ
[
1{τ≤u}
∫ t
u
( f (∆τs )+ Mτs f ′(∆τs ))d⟨Y, X T ⟩s
]
= EQ
[∫ t
u
∫ u
0
( f (∆vs )+ Mvs f ′(∆vs ))dvMv∞d⟨Y, X T ⟩s
]
according to Lemma 4.3
= EQ
[∫ t
u
∫ u
0
( f (∆vs )+ Mvs f ′(∆vs ))dvMvs d⟨Y, X T ⟩s
]
according to Lemma 4.2
= EQ
[∫ t
u
Mus f (∆
u
s )d⟨Y, X T ⟩s
]
= EQ
[
X Tt
∫ t
u
Mus f (∆
u
s )dYs
]
.
Putting these together we obtain
EQ[Mut X Tt ] = EQ
[
(1− Zu)−
∫ t
u
Mus ζsdNs +
∫ t
u
Mus f (∆
u
s )dYs

X Tt
]
.
This implies
Mut = (1− Zu)−
∫ t
u
Mus ζsdNs +
∫ t
u
Mus f (∆
u
s )dYs
i.e., equation (♮u). 
4.4. Enlargement of filtration in case of possible zero of 1− Z
We note that the eventual zeros of 1− Z make the family iMZ different. We would like to see
if the enlargement of filtration problem will be different. We suppose the Hy(Z) and Z0 = 1.
We consider the iMZ constructed in Theorem 3.5 and its associated probability measure Q on
[0,∞] × Ω (cf. Theorem 3.6). We recall that g = limt→∞ gt .
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Lemma 4.4. Let C be an F predictable integrable increasing process. For u ∈ R∗+, we have
EQ
[
1{g∨τ≤u}
∫ ∞
u
dCs
1− Zs−
]
= EQ
[∫ ∞
u
1{gs≤u} exp

−
∫ s
u
Zv
1− Zv dAv

dCs
]
≤ EQ[C∞] <∞.
Proof. For ϵ > 0, one has
EQ
[
1{g∨τ≤u}
∫ ∞
u
dCs
1− Zs− + ϵ
]
= EQ
[
1{g≤u} exp

−
∫ ∞
u
Zv
1− Zv dAv

(1− Z∞)
∫ ∞
u
dCs
1− Zs− + ϵ
]
= EQ
[∫ ∞
u
1{gs≤u} exp

−
∫ s
u
Zv
1− Zv dAv

(1− Zs−) dCs1− Zs− + ϵ
]
≤ EQ
[∫ ∞
u
1{gs≤u} exp

−
∫ s
u
Zv
1− Zv dAv

dCs
]
≤ EQ[C∞] <∞
where we use the fact that, if Mu∞ = 1{g≤u} exp

− ∞u Zv1−Zv dAv (1− Z∞),
EQ[Mu∞|Fs−] = 1{gs≤u} exp

−
∫ s
u
Zv
1− Zv dAv

(1− Zs−).
Now let ϵ ↓ 0 to achieve the proof. 
Theorem 4.4. Let X be a (P,F) local martingale. Then, denoting by H X an F-predictable
process such that H Xg∨τ = EQ[∆g∨τ X |Fg∨τ−],
X · − X0 −
∫ ·
0
1{s≤g∨τ }

e−Λs
Zs−
d⟨N , X⟩s + H Xs dΛs

+
∫ ·
0
1{g∨τ<s}
e−Λs
1− Zs− d⟨N , X⟩s
is a (Q,G) local martingale.
Proof. We make the same reasoning as in Theorem 4.2, but in a simpler form. We need only to
prove
Xg∨τ∨· − Xg∨τ +
∫ ·
0
1{g∨τ<s}
e−Λs
1− Zs− d⟨N , X⟩s
is a (Q,G) local martingale. Let u ∈ R∗+, 0 < a < b < ∞, A ∈ Fa . Let T be a F stopping
time which makes the various quantities (uniformly) integrable. We compute
EQ[1A1{g∨τ≤u}(X Tg∨τ∨b − X Tg∨τ∨a)]
= lim
n↑∞EQ

1A
n−
k=1
1 (k−1)u
n <g∨τ≤ kun
 X Tku
n ∨b
− X Tku
n ∨a

= lim
n↑∞
n−
k=1
EQ
[
1A

M
ku
n∞ − M
(k−1)u
n∞

X Tku
n ∨b
− X Tku
n ∨a
]
.
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By Lemma 3.2,
Mut = (1− Zu)−
∫ t
u
1{gs≤u} exp

−
∫ s
u
Zv
1− Zv dAv

e−Λs dNs .
So
EQ
[
1A

M
ku
n∞ − M
(k−1)u
n∞

X Tku
n ∨b
− X Tku
n ∨a
]
= EQ

1A
∫ ku
n ∨b
ku
n ∨a
1
gs≤ kun
 exp

−
∫ s
ku
n
Zv
1− Zv dAv

(−e−Λs )d⟨N , X T ⟩s

−EQ

1A
∫ ku
n ∨b
ku
n ∨a
1
gs≤ (k−1)un
 exp

−
∫ s
(k−1)u
n
Zv
1− Zv dAv

(−e−Λs )d⟨N , X T ⟩s

= EQ

1A1g∨τ≤ kun 
∫ ku
n ∨b
ku
n ∨a
(−ζs−)d⟨N , X T ⟩s

−EQ

1A1g∨τ≤ (k−1)un 
∫ ku
n ∨b
ku
n ∨a
(−ζs−)d⟨N , X T ⟩s

according to Lemma 4.4, where ζs = e
−Λs
1− Zs
= EQ
[
1A1 (k−1)u
n <g∨τ≤ kun
 ∫ b
a
1 ku
n <s
(−ζs−)d⟨N , X T ⟩s
]
.
Now we can calculate the limit
EQ[1A1{g∨τ≤u}(X Tg∨τ∨b − X Tg∨τ∨a)]
= lim
n↑∞
n−
k=1
EQ
[
1A1 (k−1)u
n <g∨τ≤ kun
 ∫ b
a
1 ku
n <s
(−ζs−)d⟨N , X T ⟩s
]
= EQ
[
1A1{g∨τ≤u}
∫ b
a
1{g∨τ<s}(−ζs−)d⟨N , X T ⟩s
]
.
This identity leads us in the same situation as that at the end of the proof of the Theorem 4.2.
Repeating the same argument used there, we prove the present theorem. 
We remark that the semimartingale decomposition formula here takes the same form as in the
preceding situations.
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Appendix
In this appendix, we show how to obtain pairs (N ,Λ) of local martingale and increasing
process such that Z = Ne−Λ is valued in [0, 1]. We restrict our attention to a Brownian filtration
F. Let λ be a given F-predictable positive process and set Λt =
 t
0 λsds. Let Ψ be a given C
2
cumulative distribution function such that Ψ ′(x) > 0 for all x . The goal is now to find a process
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X so that Nt := Ψ(X t )eΛt is a local martingale, since, obviously, Z t := Ψ(X t ) = Nt e−Λt will
be a supermartingale, valued in [0, 1].
We reduce our attention to Itoˆ’s processes of the form dX t = at dt + σt dWt , the form of the
processes a and σ being to be determined. In that setting, N is a local martingale if and only if
Ψ(x)λt + atΨ ′(x)+ 12σ
2
t Ψ
′′(x) = 0.
This leads us to take any function continuous σˆ from R to R and any (say bounded) adapted
process α and to set
σt (x) :=

λt σˆ (x)αt , at := −λt
1
2 σˆ
2(x)α2t Ψ
′′(x)+Ψ(x)
Ψ ′(x)
.
Assuming that
dX t = −λt
1
2 σˆ
2(X t )α2t Ψ
′′(X t )+Ψ(X t )
Ψ ′(X t )
dt +λt σˆ (X t )αt dWt
admits a solution, the process Nt = Ψ(X t )eΛt is a local martingale such that 0 ≤ Nt ≤ eΛt .
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